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Background

Oakland-based TransForm has been working towards Healthy, Connected Communities since it was

founded in 1997, and at all levels of planning processes. Their first major success, in 1998, was

pushing the Bay Area’s Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) to adopt a ”Smart Growth

Blueprint” which ultimately led to SB375.1 They also worked with SPUR on the push to make the new

Transbay Terminal in SF into a regional transit hub instead of just another bus station. Other projects

have been leading the way in community access to information - in 2015, ClimateBenefitsCA.org was

launched to give the public insight into projects funded by the California Climate Investments

Program, a cap-and-trade emissions reduction project. In 2017 and 2018 another branch of TransForm

worked with bike advocacy groups and coalitions across the region to build the Bike Share for All

program of low-income access to the commercial bike sharing that was exploding around the Bay.2

TransForm promotes walkable communities with excellent transportation choices to connect people

of all incomes to opportunity, keep California affordable, and help solve our climate crisis. With di-

verse partners we engage communities in planning, run innovative programs and win policy change

at the local, regional and state levels. 3

Transit and Regional Planning Focus

They have five specific areas of focus for 2020;4 the folks I was able to talk to were all specifically

involved in the Mobility Hubs in Affordable Housing pilot project.5 The aim of this project, with

funding support from the CA Air Resources Board (CARB), is to bring multiple mobility options into

1 “Our Approach,” About Us, TransForm, 2020, https://www.transformca.org/landing-page/our-approach
2 Bike Share for All Outreach Results, technical report (TransForm, 2018), https://www.transformca.org/sites/default/

files/BS4A-Fact-Sheet-FINAL.pdf
3 “Our Approach”
4 2020 Priorities, technical report (TransForm, April 2018), https : / / www . transformca . org / sites / default / files /

TransForm 2020 Priorities.pdf
5 Community Transportation Needs Assessment, technical report (TransForm, 2020), https://www.transformca.org/

transform-report/community-transportation-needs-assessment
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affordable housing all around the Bay Area to help reduce the reliance on personal vehicles and

hopefully VMT overall. This includes bike- and car-sharing programs (including electric vehicles) as

well as discounted transit passes and other incentives. The first three are in very different areas of

Richmond, Oakland, and San Jose running the gamut from an existing neighborhood with a

city-sponsored community development group to a new affordable housing development near a

well-established transit hub. All of TransForm’s projects are ultimately regional, and these pilot

programs will hopefully be rolled out across the Bay Area eventually. Understanding the needs of the

communities is the most important, and TransForm are able to lean on existing relationships with

regional transit partners to assist. Beginning with this variety will help develop a broad knowledge base

for handling the challenges of rolling out this program across a diverse region.

Interest

In June, I was able to attend part of The Un-Urbanist Assembly, a 23-hour online teach-in; one of

the speakers I enjoyed most was Jamirio Jackson, a Senior Community Planner at TransForm in

Oakland. His talk about the legacy of racism in the planning of Oakland was engaging, and specifically

called out the work that TransForm are doing to address some of the issues. Digging further into

TransForm, I discovered a long list of projects and people that piqued my interest.

Both the depth and breadth TransForm’s work is exciting, from state-level policy to local

community advocacy. All of this has a tremendous effect on individual lives in different ways. While

SB375 has influenced national policy and sets California up for longer-term success in transport

development and reducing GHG emissions, it can be difficult for individuals to understand the

immediate impacts on their own lives. Reduced cost for a local bikeshare program, though, is much

easier to understand for yourself! The fact that they’ve also been able to get so many Black

participants in the program is also excellent and unusual – cycling is overwhelmingly white, with cost

being a major barrier.6

In all of TransForm’s projects, there is a strong community advocacy and engagement that seems

to be the root of both their success and their strength. I was interested to learn about how it’s built

6 Tamika Butler, “Why We Must Talk About Race When We Talk About Bikes,” Bicycling.com, June 9, 2020, https:
//www.bicycling.com/culture/a32783551/cycling-talk-fight-racism/
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into their projects, and if anyone had specific insights about methods that work particularly well. I

wasn’t focused on any project at the outset; my interest is in the elements and methods that carry

over between projects.

Outreach

I first reached out to Jamirio Jackson, who unfortunately was too busy to meet. Looking through

the other projects and staff members at TransForm, I emailed the individuals listed as project leads

for Know How to Go (Carrie Harvilla) and GreenTRIP (David Beezer). Although I never heard back

from Carrie beyond an initial clarification question, further research while waiting to hear back from

David turned up Sean Mullen working at the intersection of the Safe Routes To Schools project and

the Know How To Go initiative. Both he and David Beezer were available for short conversations, so

I was able to get two perspectives on the Mobility Hubs project which integrates a lot of TransForm’s

pieces into one incredible solution.

There were several other individuals I contacted, at AC Transit and the City of Fremont, but the

two interviews that I had with the folks at TransForm were the most aligned with the work that I

would like to do. Both people had worked on different aspects of the Mobility Hubs project, engaging

the community and making efforts to understand what these communities need in order to build

appropriate solutions.

Interview 1 - David Beezer

I initially reached wanted to connect with David about the GreenTRIP project – a transit

certification program that TransForm has for new developments that encourages and incentivizes

parking space reductions. Once targets are met, TransForm provides modeling and graphics for

promotional and outreach materials as well as professional testimony during public meetings. With

cities like Emeryville and Sunnyvale involved, as well as BART’s TOD programs, I had hoped to hear

more about the development of the certification. However, David hasn’t worked on it for several years

and is instead more involved in the Mobility Hubs project.

We talked mostly about the status of the Mobility Hub in the Nystrom neighborhood. This area

was previously defined by the City of Richmond as the Nystrom Unified Revitalization Effort (NURVE)
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in an effort ”to address these community needs through programs and services, capital improvement

projects, and greater community participation.”7 The area, with 1,158 housing units, is the largest in

the Mobility Hub program. TransForm worked with the existing community leadership to build an

understanding of how best to involve the rest of the community in the planning process. Since this

project started before COVID, meetings with NURVE community leaders were held in-person with

TransForm providing stipends, food, and translation. These individuals then took both formal and

informal information back to the community – survey packets were handed out to residents by these

leaders who are also residents themselves.

Not long after our interview, the report on this pilot program was released on the website.8 It

emphasizes the importance of Community Transportation Needs Assessment projects like this one;

nearly two thirds of survey respondents in the Richmond location do not have a driver’s license, so

carsharing programs are likely to be less successful than bike sharing or transit passes.

Interview 2 - Sean Mullen

Sean has been involved with TransForm for five years, but has been in the non-profit and

community organizing space for much longer. We talked briefly about the work that he’s been doing

with community involvement around the improvements being proposed for the Lake Merritt bart

station - TransForm was hired to conduct community meetings with residents, local businesses, Laney

College students, and individuals various agencies involved in the project.9 In 2018, a Station Area

Plan was adopted to further the Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) in the area; this document is

meant as a small and targeted version of the city’s General Plan laying out long-term goals for the

area. Attached to the Specific Plan are also Design Guidelines, published in 2014, that catalog the

local styles so that they can be incorporated into the design of the new area.10

The Mobility Hubs are an even more complex project, though they seem simpler on the surface.

Each one is unique, with different agencies involved (they’re each in different counties) and their own

7 “Nystrom United Revitalization Effort (NURVE),” City of Richmond, http://www.ci.richmond.ca.us/1939/NURVE
8 Joy Massey, David Beezer, and Adria Stauber, Community Transportation Needs Assessment: Process, Results, and

Lessons Learned, technical report (TransForm, 2020), https://www.transformca.org/transform-report/community-
transportation-needs-assessment

9 “Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) - Lake Merritt,” Bay Area Rapid Transit, 2020, https://www.bart.gov/about/
business/tod/lakemerritt

10 Final Lake Merritt Station Area Plan, technical report (City of Oakland, September 13, 2018), https://www.oaklandc
a.gov/resources/read-the-final-lake-merritt-station-area-plan
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pre-existing levels of neighborhood involvement. Richmond is a well-established neighborhood with a

strong group of local advocates who are very active. San Jose is also in a neighborhood, but a much

more recent and more planned-affordable housing; Sean worked with a few local residents there to be

”ambassadors” for the program. He was mainly brought on to the project to organize community

events at the Oakland Lion Creek Crossings development that would bring out as many people as

possible; unfortunately, this programming was cut short by COVID. Although he was able to host

several smaller virtual events, they did not have the same atmosphere of community and connection

that TransForm had been hoping to build.

Everything about both the events and the surveys was conducted with resident input – from

language translation needs to program interest to what foods were provided to survey distribution

methods. This level of community involvement can be tedious, but can also be the difference between

apathy and engagement. In particular, residents felt like they were able to share stories of their

particular mobility challenges in public forums when TransForm asked for community input. One

resident raised the issue of insufficient child seats options in the carshares, and strongly preferred the

transit pass option. Another expressed concern about COVID on public transit, and would rather have

the option of taking their kids in a car.

Conclusion

All of TransForm’s work is grounded in community involvement and advocacy, whether on a

neighborhood or state level. This type of work, starting with understanding the needs of the

community before making plans, is what I believe will make for better transportation (and other!)

planning. Engagement is hard work and, as the 8% survey response in Richmond shows, not everyone

is interested in being involved. But it’s important to make the effort, and TransForm has created an

excellent model for that.

Ensuring that communities are engaged at all steps of a development project is difficult in the best

of times, and COVID has thrown a wrench into established practices. Now is an ideal time for everyone

to take a serious look at existing community outreach and engagement to build more inclusive

programs that will better reflect the actual needs of the community members.
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